The Harlem Heroin Plague: The Biggest Heroin Dealers
Frank Lucas And Nicky Barnes
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During the Harlem heroin plague of the seventh century Frank Lucas and Nicky Barnes were
seen as the biggest heroin dealers around . Both of them made millions selling dope. Nicholas
Barnes is an American former crime boss, Born on October 15, 1933, in New York City, and
was called Mr. Untouchable, Nicky Barnes became one of the most famous people in the
community of Harlem. He helped found a criminal organization known as 'The Council” which
were a (group of people who advise and govern for him,' Nicky Barnes being aware that he was
constantly watched by police he hardly got near the drugs. This group of seven handled a large
share of the city's heroin trade. All African-American organized crime people that controlled a
significant part of the heroin trade in the Harlem area of New York City. Nicky Barnes began
pushing drugs at an early age. He kept running with a street mob for a period and built up a
desire for the drug , which rapidly turned into an addiction. He would always have some left over
after making so much profit anyway. In 1950, Barnes was captured for 'self-direction of a
hypodermic syringe needle.' He was later captured for ownership of robbery and after that for
breaking into automobiles, which earned him a three-year sentence at the Manhattan House of
Corrections, all the more brightly known as 'The Grave .' Barnes' fantasy of making an
enormous drug empire was in a pause in 1965. He was captured for responsibility for than
“$500,000 Worth of opiates, as per a report in The New York Sentence.” The provision showed
that the police considered Barnes 'one of the greatest wholesalers of opiates in Harlem and the
Bronx. At this time, Barnes asserted that he had been set up by on oneself will charge in his
collection of memoirs.” In 1966, Barnes got a 15-to-20-year sentence, and returned to Super C
Harbor State Prison. There he changed over to Islam. Likewise his opportunity at Green Haven,
Barnes made companions with announced Mafia 'Weirdo Joey' Gallo.
As seen in the attributes of organized crime Nicky Barnes infiltrated if not all mostly all attributes
of organized crime. These attributes Enables criminal organizations to achieve its goals of
gaining money and power. Matures groups that go through developing stages and are stable
enough to acquire most or all of these attributes.
Barnes had an organization that was exclusive not anyone could just join. Organized crimes are
mainly characterized by few members. These groups restrict membership to a few people they
trust as opposed to many they do not trust. The groups restricts membership to only daring
people which are seen likely to maintain power within a family. The Council was an AfricanAmerican group that originated in harlem and was mainly in New York City it controlled the
heroin exchange the Harlem zone of the city in the the 1970s. Framed by Nicky Barnes in 1972,
a seven-man organization consisting of Barnes, Joseph 'Jazz' Hayden, Wallace Rice, Thomas
'Gaps' Foreman, Ishmael Muhammad, Frank James, and Guy Fisher. Not anyone could just join
these men it was an exclusive membership. It was people that Nicky Barnes had faith in and
trusted and felt as if they were brothers. He went by a saying 'Treat my brother as I treat myself.'
although later when being arrested he realizes “his brother” had betrayed him and he had a
little punishment for him that caused his life sentence to be changed. Overall They ( The
council) ran the heroin exchange, took care of neighborhood criminal question, and explained
different issues identified with the medication trade. The Council was vigorously associated with
the Italian-American Mafia in New York City, where Matthew Madonna of the Lucchese
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wrongdoing family provided the gathering with heroin, which was then weakened and
appropriated in Harlem. At its pinnacle, Council-produced heroin started to be circulated
crosswise over New York State, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, as far west as Arizona, and even
into Canada.
Nicky Barnes and his gang (The Council) used any means of violence to get rid of witnesses or
to put fear among people to make sure they would not testify in courts. Many people's fears of
death kept his crew in a safe spot from going to jail. The council also got rid of anyone that got
in there way. They were not the people to mess with at the time. They were a group that used
violence to get there respect and name.
The main focus for this organization is not for any political belief system or gathering. They don't
focus on any political or ideological gatherings along these lines are not intended to help
cultivate any political gathering. The main idea for Nicky Barnes involvement in this was for
profit. These gatherings are by the winning and in most case, they would bargain in drug sale,
heist, to get the cash and not include in any political uprising.
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This social group will demonstrate a perpetual growth and existence as a result of that they
need clear succession arrangement. Most of the organized crimes are run by families and their
gang or click. They need respect for love or money and in most case. They're additionally
organized than a regular gang is. Their organized hierarchy makes them additionally have
respect. Their reportage structure makes the group’s leader the key authority that creates all
choices.
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Frank Lucas was Born on September 9, 1930, in North Carolina, Frank Lucas moved to Harlem
in 1946 where he entered the universe of road drug sale. By the 1960s, he had made a
universal drug fantasy that spread over from New York to South East Asia. His drug empire was
not only selling the heroin but was involved in Killings, extortion, and bribery were he started his
operations.
Lucas had millions in real money and houses everywhere. At the point when first coming here
he heard a lot from individuals to be and land a better than average position as a lift
administrator or porter at a hotel of some sort like every other person, But Lucas perceived how
genuine cash was made in the city, through unlawful betting and drug affiliation. With each
following wrongdoing, the more he got the more he wanted. He turned out to be more strong
and heartless. 'He previously victimized a neighborhood bar at gunpoint. At that point he stole a
plate of precious stones from a gems store, breaking a security's jaw with brass knuckles.
Feeling sure, he boldly broke into a high-stakes gambling casino amusement at a nearby club
and victimized every one of the players. At that point, in the mid year of 1966, on a swarmed
walkway, Lucas shot a neighborhood hooligan who didn't give him the appropriate sum on an
idiot bargain.' His experiences grabbed the attention of Ellsworth 'Rough' Johnson, a long-term
Harlem criminal who controlled betting and drug tasks. Straight to the point Lucas gained well
from Johnson, however, took his lessons to an unheard of level, creating a stand amongst the
most greatest and best, most beneficial criminal associations of the twentieth century. Johnson
passed on in 1968, leaving the control of Harlem up for snatches.
Lucas forgetting betting and predominantly centered around the heroin state arrangement
accepted the open door to seize as a much area as he could. Forthcoming Lucas needed to be
rich what he called 'Donald Trump rich.' He did not just trust he could become famous in the
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drug world, he likewise saw how to do it. He began with the arranging. He called it
'backtracking.' He would open himself up in a hotel room, far from any distraction , for a month
or two at any given moment. He would think back on all his past encounters and what he'd
realized. At that point he'd anticipate the future including each detail and the detail of the detail,
ensuring he rationally strolled through each progression of the activity. He had his whole idea
planned out and knew each step of the way to get there.
Frank Lucas and his family also followed the nine attributes. These attributes keep the
organization perpetuating. His Absence of political goals, hierarchical organization that had a
leader and people under him. A limited membership that included just his family. A unique
subculture. And like Nicky Barnes the organization used harsh violence to get points across.
The organized crime organization was monopolistic but respected nicky Barnes and did in fact
mind their own business and blocks. It was an organization that had rules and regulations and
was of course corrupted in every way.
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Both Lucas and Barnes say they were specialists in the work they did, Both African American
drug dealers that were in Harlem. They were both aggressive men in the seventies hundreds
that were in the same game. The dope diversion was to limit the influence of the Italian
merchants who had controlled the Harlem scene for a considerable length of time. Barnes cut
positive manages his Mafia accomplices. He had the greatest customer base, he had a huge
number of customers. It was a hostage market, and he was their easy retailer. Lucas, to a
greater degree figured out how to sidestep the Italians by setting up the horrible however smart
idea 'dead body association' which was a way that he got the drugs over he got them straight to
116th Street, carrying heroin inside the casket boxes of American officers executed in the
Vietnam War.
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